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Dear Partners in Disrupting Domestic and Sexual Violence,  

As you know, October is National Domestic Violence Awareness Month. Domestic Violence 

Awareness Month is a time where we speak up about domestic violence, raise awareness, and 

support survivors of this devastating but all too common issue in our community. Self 

Enhancement, Inc., along with all of you, has been supporting survivors throughout these 

turbulent and perilous times and we would like to invite our community to stand with us against 

domestic violence. 

Due to systemic racism, racist policies, and racist societal structures, both Black women and 

Black men experience intimate partner violence at a disproportionately high rate. By 

intentionally denying Black people access to economic opportunities, the ability to build 

intergenerational wealth, healthcare, education, and a sense of safety from governmental 

systems, racist policies increase the prevalence of risk factors for domestic violence. These 

systems create numerous barriers for survivors seeking safety. Law enforcement officials often 

arrest Black survivors, and police, jurors, and judges are less likely to believe Black survivors than 

white survivors. Racist systems put Black people at greater risk of experiencing intimate partner 

violence. 

We are asking you to join us in showing solidarity and support by using purple lightbulbs at your 

home or place of business to #lighttheway for survivors of domestic violence throughout the 

entire month of October. Tag us in your social media and be sure to follow us for updates 

throughout the month. If you would like to participate and have a kit including light bulbs, street 

signs and posters delivered to you, please go to the SEI #LightTheWay page and click to Become 

A #LightTheWay Ambassador and we will be in touch to arrange delivery of supplies to you for 

the campaign! 

Thank you for your continued support, and for the work that all of you do to eliminate domestic 

violence in our communities!  You all truly are the best!!! 

 

In solidarity, 

Sahaan McKelvey 

Self Enhancement, Inc 
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